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Currencies 
Ending 10 NOV 2017 Value Change % Change

EUR-USD 1.1659 -0.0006 -0.05%

USD-JPY 113.69 0.16 0.14%

GBP-USD 1.3162 -0.0034 -0.26%

AUD-USD 0.7648 -0.0013 -0.17%

USD-CAD 1.2693 0.0011 0.09%

USD-CHF 0.9965 0.0004 0.04%

EUR-GBP 0.8858 0.0017 0.19%

USD-HKD 7.802 -0.0004 -0.01%

EUR-CHF 1.1619 0 0.00%

FTSE 100

DOW JONES

NIKKEI 225

DAXNovember Theresa May’s ministers took the first steps to delivering their 
promise to make the U.K a global trading nation after Brexit, 

setting out customs and trade laws that will come into force when the country quits the 
European Union.

While bitcoin might hit $8,000, Goldman Sachs Group Inc. analysts say that could be the 
last big number we see for a while.

South African Airways will revive a plan to seek an equity partner that’s able to provide cash 
and operational savings to help turn around the state airline, according to its new chief 
executive officer.

President Donald Trump departed Tokyo on Tuesday morning for a two-day visit to South 
Korea, bringing him near North Korean leader Kim Jong Un on a stop that will also feature 
talks on a trade deal he says hurts U.S. workers.
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Catalan separatists failed to heal their divisions in time to 
establish a common front for December’s election, boosting 

Spain’s chances of restoring some normality to the rebel region.

The frenzy in the copper market is luring traders to take high-flying bets that prices are 
headed back toward a record.

Saudi Arabia’s wealth fund, which aims to control more than $2 trillion by 2030, is working 
with rainmaker Michael Klein and boutique Evercore Inc. to advise on its global investment 
strategy and financing plans, according to people familiar with the matter.

President Donald Trump issued a call to all nations to deny aid and assistance to North 
Korea as a way to choke off the rogue regime, saying it was a matter of conscience for the 
world to stand together against the nuclear threat.
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Brexit talks resume Thursday with no indication that a 
breakthrough is in reach: While both sides are hoping for an 

agreement by the end of the year, the Europeans are striking a cautious tone.

Bank of England policy maker Ian McCafferty said clarity on Brexit will be needed early next 
year to prevent banks starting to shift jobs out of the country.

Market reaction to Saudi Arabia’s stunning anti-corruption raid has been a boon to some 
billionaires and a curse to others.

Having listened to President Donald Trump’s ‘America First’ rhetoric and his hammering of 
the need to reduce U.S. trade deficits, what many Chinese executives say they hear is not 
the threat of a trade war, but the words of a dealmaker who’ll be good for business.
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Spain’s central government is pushing for the release of eight 
former officials from the Catalan government and expects to 

see them freed in time to campaign in next month’s election, according to a person familiar 
with the matter.

Britain faces a fundamental choice between Donald Trump’s vision of a low-regulated, 
business-friendly society or the “European model” of higher food and environmental 
standards, the European Union’s chief Brexit negotiator, Michel Barnier said.

Two of New York’s most significant construction projects -- Manhattan West, where 
Amazon.com Inc. will have offices, and One Vanderbilt, destined to be among the city’s 
tallest buildings -- are both ensnared by a $76 million labor dispute.

Pacific nations are yet to agree on how to salvage a blockbuster trade pact after days of 
talks in Vietnam, with Australia confident of an outcome but Canada warning it wants a 
good deal over a fast one.
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Embattled U.K. Prime Minister Theresa May faced a fresh 
challenge as the Sunday Times said 40 Conservative 

members of Parliament, nearly enough to trigger action, have agreed to sign a letter of no 
confidence in her.

If time is money, big M&A is getting a lot costlier in the European Union thanks to a tactic 
increasingly deployed by the bloc’s merger watchdogs in Brussels.

Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest crude exporter, will raise security at its oil facilities after 
Bahrain blamed Iran for a fire at a pipeline that connects the two Arab allies. Iran denied 
that it was involved.

As the world’s two largest economies jockey for influence in Southeast Asia, one appears to 
be making more headway than the other.
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